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Vertical Sun Tunnel + 
Ventilation Chimney: 
Prismatic Skylight plus 
highly refective sun 
tunnel direct maximum 
day light to first floor. 

Thermal buoyancy takes 
place when the cool air 
encounters a heat source 
such as a person or 
equipment. The air warms 
and rises around the heat 
source and is exhausted 
near the ceiling openings.
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Tidewater Glaciers-  
enough to reach out into the sea. Responsible for 
calving numerous small icebergs.

Glaciers 
A large body of ice moving slowly down
a slope or valley or spreading outward
on a land surface.

+ Mass of perennial ice 
+ Ice that form on land
+ Recrystallization of snow 
+ Occupy 11% of the earth’s land surface 
+ Holds three-fourths of its fresh water 
+ 99% of glacier ice lies in Antarctica and Greenland
+ Formed in areas where snow remains in the same 
    area year round
+ New layers of snow bury and compress the previous layers 
    causing the snow to re-crystalize 
+ During this process sugar like grains form  growing in size and reducing 
    air pockets between grains, increasing the snow’s density.

+ Two thirds as dense as water. 
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6.4 m

Finland is one of the world's largest 
sources of soapstone.

A piece of soapstone was digitally 
scanned with a 3-D scanner. 

Digital file of the 3-D scan  Brick is utilized in the tradition of 
Finland's great examples of 
modernist civic architecture, but 
forming an organic surface that 
evokes geology or ice.

Formwork for concrete shell will be 
constructed from Finnish wood and 
fabricated using digital CNC 
technology. 

The 3-D scan of the soapstone was 
manipulated to generate a form for 
the exterior brickwork.

The undulating brick is derived 
from the 3-D scan of the soapstone 
to create an irregular and dynamic 
surface, like the jagged edge of an 
iceberg, juxtaposed with the 
uniformity of the masonry con-
struction.    
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The Guggenheim Helsinki will showcase an abstraction of 
Finland’s natural context: wood, ice, and stone.

The exterior of the museum is composed of undulating brick in 
a form evoking geology or ice.  While the abstract form is 
enabled by digital technology, brick is utilized in the tradition of 
Finland's many great examples of modernist brick architecture.  
The undulation of the brick is derived from a 3-dimensional 
scan of a piece of soapstone (Finland is one of the world's 
largest sources of soapstone) and then digitally scaled and 
manipulated to create a complex intricate surface, like the 
jagged edge of an iceberg.  An algorithmic modeling program is 
then used to array standardized brick units over the surface.  
The result is an irregular form that is constructed from a regu-
lar and uniform building material, relating to the duality of 
nature and city that define Helsinki.
The undulating brick form is punctuated with a trail of explor-
atory circulation that tunnels through the museum and breaks 
it apart. Connections to existing city paths encourage public 
access into the museum, either on foot, or on bike. The 

museum is highly porous, with multiple points of entry, enabling 
visitors to approach and experience the art in a multitude of 
ways, rather than via a prescribed route and sequence.  The 
museum becomes an extension of the city; by which we intend 
to challenge notions which serve to segregate our experience 
of art from our everyday experience of public space.
The outer brick of the Guggenheim Helsinki will be supported 
by a structure of board- formed reinforced concrete, which will 
also form the interior circulation tunnels and paths.  We consid-
er the Guggenheim Helsinki to be a record of process – 
recording history with the city, art, and progress.  The integra-
tion of new digital technologies allow us to build upon our 
experiences with nature.  Formwork for the concrete will be 
constructed from Finnish wood and fabricated using digital 
CNC technology.  In appreciation of the importance of wood in 
Finnish design and construction - as well as its role in the Finn-
ish economy and environmental preservation - we intend for 
wood to have a strong presence in the Guggenheim Helsinki 
while under construction and even after the formwork is 
removed, by its impression left in the concrete.  

 

Left, top: Entry ramp and bike path

Left, bottom:  The atrium, an abstraction of natural ice caves, 
articulates public spaces throughout the Guggenheim Helsinki, 
and publicly lends itself to cultural events, curatorial installa-
tions, and performances.

Below:  Multiple pathways converge and meet at the Guggen-
heim Helsinki. The mass of the museum of punctuated with a trail 
of exploratory circulation, tunneling throughout the museum. 
Connections to existing city paths encourage public access into 
the museum.
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T
he F

innish notion of jokam
iehenoikeus,

or “E
ve

rym
an’s R

ig
hts,” gives the right to access 

spaces publicly and freely. T
his blurs the boundaries betw

een public and private space.

M
useum

s are typically a dense and privatized cultural m
ass. R

ather than im
pose an artifact, w

e 
are rethinking public spaces, ones that initiate new

 opportunities
for public engagem

ent. T
he 

G
uggenheim

 H
elsinki becom

es a cultural generator, one that is readily available, in response to 
jokam

iehenoikeus.

A
 cultural institution

m
ust serve as a borderless public space,

extending accessibility to all.
T

he
projected site, w

ith strong connections to existing public space, becom
es an extension of 

activated space along
H

elsinki’s grow
ing urban context, and the natural areas along its S

outh 
H

arbor.
T

hus, the G
uggenheim

 H
elsinki becom

es a
show

case
of

F
inland’s prom

inent
natures: 

an abstraction of forests, lakes, ice, and stone. 

A
 glacial m

ass is form
alized in response to contextual forces. P

rogram
m

a
tic spaces becom

e 
artifacts, preserved figuratively in ice. T

he solidity of the m
ass is punctuated w

ith a trail of 
exploratory circulation, tunneling throughout the m

useum
. T

h
e m

ass continues to break apart, in 
response to resonating urban forces. C

onnections to prevailing city paths encourage public 
access into the

m
useum

. A
 large

overhang creates a public plaza, and becom
es

an activated 
social space. T

he atrium
, an abstraction of natural ice caves, articulates public spaces 

throughout the G
uggenheim

 H
elsinki, and lends itself to cultural events, as w

ell as curatorial 
installations and perform

ances.

E
xploratory circulation

throughout the m
useum

 creates opportunities for new
 experiences of a 

m
useum

, as w
ell as inviting new

 and unexpected uses of space. B
y encouraging exploration, 

w
e are also encouraging new

 social dynam
ics to em

erge. W
e recognize that technology is 

changing the w
orld quickly

–
developing

m
odes

of
technology

provides us w
ith new

 m
ethods of 

connection, allow
ing us to experience m

ultiple tem
poralities.

W
hile technology is rapidly integrating into our m

odern culture, still, w
e exist w

ithin a m
ore 

natural tim
escale, one of that speaks in seasons, lifetim

es, centuries, and m
illennia. W

e 
recognize seasonal variation,

registering changes through nature’s
colors, scenes, and textures,

but w
e often forget that w

e are a part of an even larger future.

A
 record of culture is how

 w
e view

 the G
uggenheim

 H
elsinki. O

ur m
ass is form

alized using 
native building m

aterials –
F

innish w
ood creates form

w
ork for concrete. In its absence, w

e 
honor the presence of nature surrounding us, at once rem

em
bering the past, and looking ahead 

at our future. Like S
ibelius and A

alto
1

before us, w
e are pushing to prolong our

experiences
at

the edges
of our

lake. 

1.
“…

 S
ibelius lived out their da

ys th
ere, dra

w
ing stre

ngth from
 p

rolon
ged im

m
ersion in the landscape of dense

forests an
d 

lim
pid lakes.”  Jonathan K

andell,S
m

ithsonian M
agazine

.
“P

rolonging the e
dge of the lake.” E

nrique M
iralles’s description of A

alto’s w
ork.

"Y
o

u should not be able to go fro
m

 hom
e to w

o
rk w

ithout passing through a forest." A
lvaro A

alto



T
he G

uggenheim
 H

elsinki w
ill show

case an abstraction of F
inland’s natural context: w

ood, ice, 
and stone.

T
he exterior

of the m
useum

 is com
posed of undulating brick in a form

 evoking geology or ice.  
W

hile the abstract form
 is enabled by digital technology, brick is utilized in the tradition of 

F
inland's m

any great exam
ples of m

odernist brick architecture.  T
he undulation

of the brick is 
derived from

 a 3-dim
ensional scan of a piece of soapstone (F

inland is one of the w
orld's largest 

sources of soapstone) and then digitally scaled and m
anipulated to create a com

plex intricate 
surface, like the jagged edge of an iceberg.  A

n
algorithm

ic m
odeling program

 is then used to 
array standardized brick units over the surface.  T

he result is an irregular form
 that is 

constructed from
 a regular and uniform

 building m
aterial, relating to the duality of nature and city 

that define H
elsinki.

T
he undulating brick form

 is punctuated w
ith a trail of exploratory circulation that tunnels through 

the m
useum

 and breaks it apart. C
onnections to existing city paths encourage public access 

into the m
useum

, either on foot, or on bike. T
he m

useum
 is highly porous, w

ith m
ultiple points of 

entry, enabling visitors to approach and experience the art in a m
ultitude of w

ays, rather than via 
a prescribed route and sequence.  T

he m
useum

 becom
es an extension of the city; by w

hich w
e 

intend to challenge notions w
hich serve to segregate our experience of art from

 our everyda
y 

experience of public space.

T
he outer brick of the G

uggenheim
 H

elsinki w
ill be supported by a structure of board-

form
ed 

reinforced concrete, w
hich w

ill also form
 the interior circulation tunnels and paths.  W

e consider 
the G

uggenheim
 H

elsinki to be a record of process –
recording history w

ith the city, art, and 
progress.  T

he integration of new
 digital technologies allow

 us to build upon our experiences 
w

ith nature.  F
orm

w
ork for the concrete

w
ill be constructed from

 F
innish w

ood and fabricated 
using digital C

N
C

 techno
logy.  In appreciation of the im

portan
ce of w

ood in F
innish design and 

construction -
as w

ell as its role in the F
innish econom

y and environm
ental preservation -

w
e 

intend for w
ood to have a strong presence in the G

uggenheim
 H

elsinki w
hile under construction 

and even after the form
w

ork is rem
oved, by its im

pression left in the concrete.  


